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Now



YOU WOULD think that title means "Ignition On" and that someone closes a switch to do it. Nothing could be further from the truth. When you turn the ignition switch of your airplane to the "ON" position, you are actually opening it, at least if your



ignition system employs a magneto. If it has dual ignition then you will have what amounts to two switches. One of these will open the circuit which grounds the left magneto and the other opens the part that grounds the right magneto. When the switch is on the both position, then the circuits for both mags are open. This may be perfectly clear to a lot of people, but you would be surprised how many of our fellow builders really don't know what goes on with the ignition systems of their airplanes. While we are on this switch business, we would like to mention that if the little plug that goes into the magneto (Bendix type) and hooks up to the switch wire happens to be removed or comes loose there is a little spring that will ground out that magneto. More than one homebuilder has spent hours trying to find out why his mags won't work when the ground wire has been disconnected. This is a "safety" feature that is built into Bendix magnetos. Other type mags, such as the Slick, do not have this feature and can be "hot" whenever the switch wire is removed or disconnected. There is much to know about the ignition system of your airplane and we won't try to cover even a small part of it, but would like to give you some idea of why things are as they are, and to mention some of the new things that are now available. Suffice it to say that most modern airplanes have anticipated ignition systems. Basically, an aircraft magneto reflects technology of the 1920s at best. You can find similar ignition systems on antique tractors. While the materials of a modern airplane magneto might be a little better and it might be a little bit smaller and incorporate shielding so that radio equipment can be used in the airplane without prohibitive ignition interference, the fact remains that there has been very little technological 18 APRIL 1982



progress in the aircraft magneto field for the past 60 years. Basically, your airplane ignition system (in most internal combustion engined light aircraft) doesn't even work right. For instance, the moment you get your engine started and running, the internal mechanism of the magneto immediately advances the spark so that it occurs at the full advance position. Modern automobiles have mechanisms in their ignition systems which advance the spark gradually as the engine speed increases. It has been many years since automobile engine designers left it to the automobile drivers to advance the spark manually. It didn't take automobile owners long to find that this was necessary in the old days and if they had to hand crank their engines. They either remembered it everytime, or they stood an excellent chance of ending up with a broken arm or wrist. This was due to the fact that if the spark was not retarded, ignition would occur before the pistons of the engine reached top dead center on the compression stroke. When this happened, the spark would ignite the compressed fuel and air in the cylinder and cause the engine to try to run backward — violently. The resulting kick could easily break your arm on the old time automobiles. A lot of people wonder why the spark in a four cycle engine should have to occur before top dead center (TDC). The reason is simple. While we would think that the explosion in the cylinder would be instantaneous, the fact is that it takes an appreciable time for the spark to occur, the fuel/air charge to ignite and the flame to propagate throughout the combustion chamber. The rapidity at which this occurs is more or less constant. However, the speed at which the piston moves is quite variable. Thus, when you are turning the engine over by hand (as in hand propping the engine or hand cranking the old automobiles) the piston is moving quite slowly. To accommodate this slow cranking it is necessary to retard the spark appreciably, so that the expansion in the cylinder doesn't start until after the piston has passed top dead center. This prevents any kicking. Once the engine gets up to cruise speed, the spark has to occur appreciably before TDC so that the expansion will occur after TDC because of piston velocity being high while the slow beginning of the explosions is the same regardless of engine rotational speed. In the old days the automobile driver had a second little lever right beside the throttle lever (they didn't have foot throttles in those days). This lever would retard the spark and could be used to adjust the spark in such a way as to change the time of its occurrence through quite a range of angularity in relation to the rotation of the crankshaft. This permitted the operator to move the lever so that the spark would only occur after top dead center during hand cranking. Early airplanes had this same feature, having a "spark lever" in addition to the throttle, mixture, and all the other hand controls. However, in the period shortly after the first world war it became common to use boosters to facilitate airplane engine starting. These took various forms and consisted of various types of arrangements, such as an additional little magneto that was spun by hand as the man on the propeller swung the engine through a given cylinder on the compression stroke. The hand magneto could be turned fast enough to give an adequate "auxiliary" spark to a particular cylinder to get the engine to run. Later, the magneto builders added a feature which endures even today which is called the "impulse coupler". The function of this mechanism is to not only retard the spark for starting, but to also give the primary magnetos a little extra whirl (rotational



speed) and in that way there is a hot enough ignition spark to get the engine running. However, most impulse couplers are designed to drop out the moment the engine speed reaches about 300 rpm, which is below idle speed, of course. The moment the impulse coupler has disengaged itself, the spark will then occur at the set degree of advance needed to run your engine best at cruise power and speed. Thus, until you turn your engine up close to cruise rpm, you will find that the spark is occurring before top dead center; but even more undesirable is the fact that the expansion is occurring in the cylinder before the piston actually reaches top dead center and has started down on the power stroke. Thus, the engine is compressing and expanding the charge in the cylinder. This would be called detonation if you could hear it. However, most airplanes make so much other noise that you cannot hear it and what you can't hear doesn't bother anyone. To try to change things would be more trouble than it would cost, and for years aircraft engine designers have merely tolerated this obviously undesirable condition. Since the propeller of the usual aircraft engine serves as an excellent flywheel, its inertia keeps the engine turning in the desired direction against the resistance of these "pre-explosion and expansions". Engine designers have found that since most of the time the engine is run at speeds high enough to cause the advanced spark to make the expansion only occur after top dead center as in cruise or take-off, the full advance is O.K. However, it doesn't take much imagination to see that having the spark advanced too far at lower engine rpm actually causes excessive bearing wear, wrist pin wear and other wear problems that could and should be avoided. The automobile engine designers have, of course, long since incorporated mechanical mechanisms in their ignition systems to avoid this problem and, at the same time, reduce the "ignition knock" that it would cause, thus reducing noise and vibration in the modern automobile engine.



These problems were immediately apparent during the early days of the writer's development of the Aerocar Flying Automobile which uses a standard Lycoming aircraft engine to propel the vehicle both in the air and on the ground. Further, since the aircraft propeller is disconnected during ground operations, the inertia of that element is not present during cranking. It became immediately apparent that we were going to have to work out some better way of getting the engine started, and the heart of the problem was obviously the ignition system. To this end we worked with the Bendix people and they developed special magnetos for us which incorporate a built in centrifugal spark advance mechanism much like modern automobiles. The only trouble with the arrangement was the fact that the advance mechanism would not spin the magnetos fast enough to get a good hot spark every time. It was then that we learned about the old boosters of past years and tried many of them in an effort to find some way to get a good hot spark at retarded condition so that we could start our airplane engine just like any automobile engine. Finally, we ended up with a simple vibrator system which impressed interrupted 12 volt DC on the ignition ground wire system. This caused very hot sparks to occur at the spark plug in a virtual "shower of sparks" any time the magneto contact points were open. A suitable resistor was inserted in the circuitry so that when the points were closed, the 12 volt DC was diverted to ground through the resistor and this prevented the magneto points from welding when they were closed. This Aerocar system worked to perfection and the special Bendix magSPORT AVIATION 19



netos with the centrifugal spark advance mechanism gave excellent automobile-like starting, low speed idling and perfect high speed running. The shower of



gines. It is interesting to note that the newest and probably best of the new types of ignition systems isn't really all that new, and that they closely approximate



started, the magnetos were being turned fast enough to give suitable ignition.



case of the Model T the primary voltage for the ignition system was generated by an alternator, which was actually a set of fixed coils mounted around the flywheel housing and the magnetic flux for the system was generated by permanent magnetos which were mounted on the flywheel. The alternating current generated by these alternators was triggered by a simple make-break roller arrangement which, in turn, energized the primary of the spark coils. The resulting high tension voltage was directed to the spark plugs with the separate spark coils and vibrators for each cylinder.



sparks only occurred during engine cranking while the starter was being energized. As soon as the engine



It should be mentioned that the intensity of the spark from a magneto is directly related to the velocity at which the magneto is turned. Thus, during idle the spark is not very intense, but as engine speed increases,



the intensity of the spark gets greater and hotter. However, this results in the magneto developing internal heat and if the engine is run at too high a speed (as in



race planes), it is easy to get the magnetos hotter than they were designed to be run. This necessitates special



cooling provisions on the mags, such as blast tubes to direct air onto them and other special provisions. Further, if the mag gets too hot and runs that way too long, it tends to cause the internal insulation of the mag to deteriorate and result in failure. While the centrifugal spark advance magneto worked beautifully, it was costly to b u i l d , and Bendix later developed a dual point type magneto which directs the primary current through an additional set of points in the magneto which are set at a retarded position for cranking. When the operator relases the starter button, this additional set of points is dropped out of action and the magneto of the dual point system then operates at the full advance condition on the regular set of points. There is, of course, no gradual advance or retard of the ignition point of occurrence as with the centrifugal system. However, the dual point system does give a good hot spark during cranking and the impulse coupler is not used or needed with the vibrator. Although impulse couplers are very prone to wear and trouble, this system is fairly common in modern aircraft engines. Slick magnetos still use the impulse coupler system, although they have improved it somewhat. The fact remains that neither the Bendix or the



Slick systems provide modern technology type ignition



systems such as are currently being used on most automobiles. There are some recent developments now appearing which amount to solid state magnetos, as well as electronic ignition systems for aircraft engines. The solid state magnetos are designed to replace the old type mags but incorporate condenser discharge circuitry. They incorporate their own internal mechanisms to develop the electric energy necessary for their operation just like the old type mags, but instead of relying on mechanical points (contacts), they incorporate various types of trigger mechanisms to make the spark occur at the proper time. They also incorporate electronic



spark advance circuitry to get the desired advance and retard of the ignition timing, depending on the velocity at which they are being run. The condenser discharge system has the further advantage of providing just as



hot a spark during starting as it does during idle or high speed operation, and there is virtually no limit to their speed of running. Certainly these modern systems will find their way into aircraft engine installa-



tions in the near future. However, the problem of getting them FAA certificated and approved is going to be a formidable obstacle to their early introduction, since such a change and improvement will cost a lot of money that engine manufacturers are going to be



reluctant to spend as long as they can sell what they have. There are other new systems which are being developed 'to provide improved operation of aircraft en20 APRIL 1982



the old original Ford Model T arrangement where separate spark coils were used for each cylinder. In the



In today's modern systems things are quite similar but



instead of a mechanical vibrator on the spark-coil, modern transistors are used to "interrupt" the voltage. A magnetic trigger is used instead of the roller, and each coil is a double unit which usually fires two spark plugs simultaneously, with one of the two actually firing a working cylinder while the other plug is fired in a cylinder which has its piston just starting down on the intake stroke or actually fired just at the top of the exhaust stroke. The advantage of the new systems is their ability to handle far higher voltages than previous systems which rely on distributors to direct the high tension voltage to the desired cylinders. Since the distributor



is a mechanical device which has to mechanically switch



the high voltage to the desired cylinder, it suffers



greatly from erosion of its points and must have extra good insulation to prevent breakdown of its structure. Further, the distributor tends to be noisy and causes unnecessary ignition noise in aircraft radios unless it is completely shielded. Further, the very high voltage possible with the new systems permits a far hotter spark, which is necessary when mixtures in the cylinder are very lean. Thus, better fuel economy is possible with the new systems. There is one penalty to all this and that is the need to use shielded ignition wire with very good insulation between the center conductor and



the shielding on the outside of the wire. Such systems



usually use fatter high voltage wire than the old type



magnetos to accommodate the high voltage. Of course, the hotter spark gives better starting, and assures good high altitude running where turbo-charging and lean mixtures make engine operation quite different than normal sea level conditions.



We can expect to see more of these improved types of ignition systems in the future since it is very obvious that more dependability is possible with their arrangements where there are fewer moving parts and lighter weight. Their other operational advantages, such as their electronic automatic spark advance, longer spark plug life and lower maintenance costs, are bound to attract buyers who will eventually demand that such



improvements find their way into aircraft of the future.



It is interesting to note that airplanes are one of the last hold-outs to such improvement since such systems have found wide acceptance in almost all other types of internal combustion engine installations, from chain saws to outboard motors. Certainly the millions of new



automobiles which almost all now come equipped with



electronic ignition should be some indication of what we might eventually expect in our aircraft. It is too bad that government regulations can at times seriously impede progress. Certainly the problems of certificating something new in an airplane such as this have



not hastened the day of their being commonplace.



(Photo by Lee Fray)



Oshkosh '81 Aircraft Registration — Front row, left to right, Gwen Hasselfeldt, Thelma Nutter, Karen Jemquin, Jody Burke, Ul Ogles and Hector Ray. Back row, left to right, Lols Brennan, Jack Brennan, Grant Staley, Jack Hasselfeldt, Bob Mick, Cecil Ogles, Neill Ray and Jane Ridge.



(Photo by Lee Fray)



Oshkosh '8J Protect Schoolflight Left to right, George Pattlson, Betty Owen and Ben Owen.



(Photo by Lee Fray)



Oshkosh '8T Sweepstakes Committee — Front row, left to right, Charles Stotler, Jr., Philip Samvelson, Gene Selchow, John Dahlberg and Wallace Hunt. Back row, left to right, Charlene Hunt, Rea Frisbie, Tom Janusevtc, John Rasumussen, Herman Rose, Oliver McGehee, Judy Janusevic, Jean Frisbie and Bob Gyllenswan.
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applica tion notes 

The upper chromatogram is the initial separation, ... conditions that would hydrolyze other reversed phases. See next page for ... silica in reversed phase.
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applica tion notes - Microsolv 

Description. APP A44. APPLICA. TION. NOTES. Method Conditions. Column: ... retention higher percentages of water in the mobile phase can be used. The diminished hydrophobicity is shown in Table 1. For more information visit www.
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APPLICA TION NOTES 

with standards or by using accurate mass. The method described requires only a small sample volume and needs minimal manual sam- ple preparation.
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APPLICA TION NOTES 

as base) bound to a ribose or deoxyribose sugar. Examples of these include cytidine, uridine, adenosine, guanosine, thymidine and inosine. Nucleosides can ...
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APPLICA TION NOTES 

CDP â€“ glucose, RT = 7.13 min, monitored MRM transitions were m/z 564 to m/z 322. 5. UDP hexanolamine (internal standard), RT. = 8.40 min, monitored MRM ...
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16 sept. 2019 - state: the politics of urban land value capture in. Rwanda and Ethiopia Â», African Affairs, 116 (465), 2017, p. 558-559. 23 Ibid., p. 557-558.
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applica tion notes 

amines) in tangerine juice. Fast, sensitive and reproducible. Method Conditions. Column: Cogent Diamond Hydride™ 4µm, 100Å. Catalog No.: 70000-15P-2.
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APPLICA TION NOTES 

Cogent Diamond Hydrideâ„¢ HPLC Column, 100Ã…, 4Âµm, 2.1 x 150mm. Cat. No. ... The analysis of succinic acid is mostly done using gas chromatography. (GC) ...
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applica tion notes 

Method Conditions. Column: Cogent Bidentate C18â„¢, 4Âµm, 100A. Catalog No.: 40018-75P. Dimensions: 4.6 x 75 mm. Mobile phase: A: 70% acetonitrile/30% DI ...
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APPLICA TION NOTES 

monitored MRM transitions were m/z 502 to m/z 258. (MRM â€“ multiple reaction monitoring in LC/MS/MS). Detection: ESI â€“ neg â€“ Agilent 6410 Triple Quadrupole.
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APPLICA TION NOTES 

Discussion. The polar compound, Metformin, and the nonpolar compound. Glyburide, can be retained on the same stationary phase (see A. & B), utilizing the ...
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APPLICA TION NOTES 

Folic Acid by LCMS. With Minimized Sample Prep & Increased Sensitivity. HPLC. ANP. Method Conditions. Column: Cogent Diamond Hydrideâ„¢ 4Âµm, 100Ã….
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applica tion notes - Microsolv 

40018-75P. Cogent Bidentateâ„¢ C18 HPLC Column, 4Âµm \,100A 4.6mm x 75mm. Cat. ... Solvent A: 100% DI water + ... 1mg of the compound dissolved in 1 mL.
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APPLICA TION NOTES 

for melamine: - Agilent 6210 MSD TOF mass spectrometer. Note: When an instrument with ... Use of LC-MS detection eliminates the need for derivatization (as is ...
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applica tion notes 

Dimensions. 75 x 4.6mm id. Flow Rate. 1.0 ml/min ... Molecular Shape and Polarity Recognition by HPLC. One Column Can Achieve Orthogonal, Purity ...
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applica tion notes - Microsolv 

Mass Spec: Atmospheric Pressure. Chemical Ionization in positive mode: APCI+ Single Ion Monitoring. Discussion. Two proprietary compounds, which are ...
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applica tion notes - Microsolv 

Cogent Bidentateâ„¢ C18 HPLC Column, 4Âµm,100A 4.6mm x 75mm. Cat. No. Description ... The use of a Cogent Bidentateâ„¢ C18 column in RP-HPLC mode was.
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trical performance with a frequency range of up to 6 GHz, and a ..... R141 208 000. R141 258 000. R141 327 000. 5/75/D. R142 083 000. 6/75/S. (RG59).
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APPLICA TION NOTES 

Cholesterolâ„¢ HPLC columns, peaks ETES and ESTN are resolved with polarity-based, Reverse Phase, ACN as the organic modifier. â€¢ With other C18 columns, ...
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applica tion notes 

This active pharmaceutical ingredient was separated from related compounds in a real life pharmaceutical preparation. Note the excellent peak shape and the ...
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